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Environmental Health Professionals
Australia • Membership Charter
At a special General Meeting of Victorian Members on Tuesday 28
February 2012 over 80% of financial Members voted in favour of 3
resolutions.

This vote has allowed Environmental Health Australia (Vic) Inc to legally
resign membership with Environmental Health Australia Ltd (the
National); provided the mandate for the Victorian Board to change the
Association’s name to Environmental Health Professionals Australia Inc.;
convert the Association to a company limited by guarantee under the
Corporations Act 2001.

Our commitment to members:
We aim to provide our members with a professional organisation that
advocates on their behalf on all matters environmental health; develop
strong professional standing for the profession through Certified
Practitioner schemes and CPD programs; provide training, forums and
symposiums to increase knowledge and understanding of key
environmental health issues; raise awareness of environmental health
and its career paths; and develop strong relationships with our key
stakeholders for the betterment of environmental health.

Within the first 3 months:
The release of a new website & on line member accessible database. This
will include online forums and a library of articles of interest to EHP’s;

Establish nationally recognised training through a Registered Training
Organisation; and

Develop policies and procedures to ensure transparency in decision
making and direct accountability to members

Within 6 months:
Pilot of a Continuous Professional Development program and Certified
Practitioner Scheme for members

Within 12 months:
Establish a peer reviewed on line professional journal;

Seek membership with the International Federation of Environmental
Health (IFEH);

Develop of a network through strong alliances with similar organisations,
e.g. Australian Local Government Managers Association; and

Establish a university course accreditation scheme

WHAT’S
MY
NAME
go to page 12
for details

newsletter for the industry
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Dear Member

Hello and welcome to the first edition of our
“Nameless Newsletter”. This edition features a host
of information and news from across our
Membership and our profession generally. On the
last page you will find out how you can enter the
competition to win an iPod simply by putting on
your thinking cap and come up with the most
original and catchy name you can think of for our
new newsletter. So get to it and forward your idea
by the 31st of May 2012!

As you may be aware this is our first official
newsletter since becoming Environmental Health
Professionals Australia. It has been just over two
months since we broke free from the shackles. We
are already seeing some awesome work being
undertaken by our Members. Soon you will see the
results of this hard work emerge and shape the
future of our organisation, which is represented by
some incredible people. In the next 1-2 months you
will see the results of the work being done to
develop our new web site. I have been told that the
site is looking pretty flash and will be a very useful

portal for Members to allow access to important
information and gain access to their member
information.

Inside this edition you will also see the Member
charter. Work is well underway to achieve the goals
set out in the charter, however as always we can
always do with the extra help. So if you wish to
actively participate in EHPA please contact either
myself or Bernadet. While I’m taking about the
Board I might as well mention that there is always
room for more Board members. Although the
upcoming symposium is the time of year for Board
elections the constitution allows the Board to
appoint any nominating Member to the Board if
there are vacancies. So if you want to join the Board
and make a real difference to our organisation
please let us know and we will run you through the
process.

In the meantime grab a well deserved beverage, sit
back, relax and enjoy our latest offerings in this
feature packed “Nameless Newsletter”.

Ray Christy
President MEHPA
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EHPA Website
. . . Up and

Running

The new EHPA website is now
up and running, we welcome
your contributions to the site
and in the coming weeks you
will see even more features
being added to the site.

Some of the exciting
developments that will be
happening in the near future
are:

A repository of articles of
interest to Environmental
Health Practitioners.

Minutes from Regional
Meetings will be available in
the Regional Groups section
of the website.

You will shortly have access
to a member log in the
system which is currently
being developed and will
enable you to log in and
update all your own details
and pay your membership
fees online. Once this is up
and running the next stage of
this part of the website
development will be the

Continuing Professional
Development section of the
site where you will able to
enter details of all
professional development
activities you have
completed and this will
provide members with a
downloadable online history
of their professional
development activities.

Don't forget to leave us a
message on our blog and let
us know what you think of the
site, and what developments
you would like to see, we are
also on Facebook so all
feedback is appreciated.

And most importantly, do you
have a vacancy or position
to advertise at your
workplace? EHPA does not
charge for website
advertising, we will list your
position for free! Just send
your advertisement to
bernadet.ferraro@ehpa.org.
and it will uploaded on the
website.

au
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EHP Name Council Role

Tim Rose Yarriambiack Coordinator Public
Health and
Regulatory Services

Council Location

Yarriambiack Shire Council is located in the
Wimmera/Mallee region, bordering Mildura
Rural City Council to the North and Horsham
Rural City to the South. Yarriambiack
municipality is approximately 3 hours North-West
of Melbourne.

Council Profile

Yarriambiack Shire Council has an area of 7,158
square kilometres and a population of 7,315. The
Yarriambiack Creek is the main natural feature
that traverses the Shire. Warracknabeal is the
main service centre for the area, with a
catchment pattern that extends from the
northern Wimmera to the Southern Mallee. It is
complemented by Hopetoun in the north and
Minyip, Murtoa and Rupanyup in the south, with
another eleven small towns spread throughout
the municipality. The Shire is the heartland of
grain production and handling in the
Wimmera/Mallee. The dry-land farming area
produces one quarter of Victoria's total
production of wheat and barley and is noted for
the production of lambs and wool.

Current Issues (EH & Council)

The municipality has recently seen the
development of a large freight depot in
Hopetoun and an upgrade of the main railway
line, which will be used to transport mineral
sands and grain from the region. The railway
upgrade will also alleviate some pressures on
our roads due to a reduction in large freight
vehicles. The region is also still in the process of
rebuilding/repairing infrastructure damaged in
the 2011 floods

Current environmental health issues involve a
significant increase in assessments of onsite
wastewater applications and the review and
assessment of Caravan Park applications subject
to the new Regulations.

In the morning when I get to work .. . .

I grab coffee, say G’day to staff in the office and
start checking my emails and diary to organise
the day’s priorities.

Environmental Health Practitioner Profile

Name: Tim Rose

Years of Experience: 5 years

Previous Councils: George Town Council,
Tasmania

Area of Passion: Onsite wastewater and
food sampling

What I am looking forward to at the moment:

Quarterly newsletter for food business proprietors
that can inform them on anything from basic
food safety techniques to changes in Legislation
or best practice.

In 50 years time the EHP will be focussing on:

Health promotion and Food Safety will remain as
important as it is today.

Likes and dislikes outside of EH:

Really enjoy water sports and my motorbike
during summer and fishing when I get the
chance!

Environmental Health Officer Council Profile

Tim hard at work Yarriambiack Council Offices
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The City of Greater Bendigo using
Macpherson+Kelley Lawyers (m+k) successfully
prosecuted an illegal tattooist recently in the
Bendigo Magistrates’ Children’s Court for
breaches of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act
2008 and the Summary Offences Act 1966. The
offender was placed on a six month Good
Behaviour Bond, without conviction. While the
City of Greater Bendigo (CoGB) was pleased with
the result, there were important lessons learnt.

The charges related to a breach of 68(1) of the
Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 for failing
to register a tattoo business and a breach of
section 42(1) of the Summary Offences Act 1966
for performing tattooing on a person under the
age of 18.

In September 2011, the Public Health and
Environment team at CoGB received information
that an illegal tattooist was operating in Bendigo
and that Victoria Police (VicPol) was involved. A
week later, VicPol advised CoGB that victim
statements had been obtained and they had
confirmed the address of the alleged offender. A
print screen of the alleged offender’s Facebook
profile was forwarded to CoGB referring to ‘tats
that I have done’ which included photos.

Following discussions with VicPol it was decided
that CoGB would use its powers under the Public
Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 to gain access to
the offender’s place of residence with the
assistance of VicPol, and seize any evidence of
any offence(s). An affidavit and paperwork for a
warrant were drafted by VicPol and
arrangements were made to conduct a search of
the property. The CoGB made application to the
Bendigo Magistrates Court for a search warrant
and it was granted that same morning.

The next day, the Public Health and Environment
team (CoGB) along with 5 members of VicPol
conducted a search of the property and seized
58 items relating to tattooing. The alleged
offender was contacted and he/she agreed to
attend the Bendigo Police Station the following
day to be interviewed in relation to possible
offences. It was established that the alleged
offender was a minor and during the interview
the accused made admission that he/she had:

• charged money for tattooing;

• probably performed 20 tattoos;

• been performing tattoos for probably 3 months;

• performed tattoos on school children and
noted they were wearing school uniforms;

• not kept a list of who had received tattoos;

• acknowledged tattoos on Facebook profile
were his/her own work;

• not registered with Council as a tattooist;

• purchased the equipment on EBay and was
self taught.

The First Mention was heard in the Bendigo
Magistrates’ Children’s Court on 15 December
2012 and the offender pleaded guilty to both
charges.

Lessons learnt:

There were concerns with the wording on the
warrant and as a consequence, the items seized
during the search were not used as evidence in
court. The warrant application was drafted by
VicPol for offences under 2 different pieces of
legislation. As a consequence the warrant did
not meet the requirements of the Public Health
and Wellbeing Act 2008. Had there not been
victim statements and a Facebook profile to use
as evidence, the prosecution may not have been
possible or successful. It is prudent for
Environmental Health Practitioners (EHP’s) to seek
legal advice when preparing applications for
warrants to ensure there are no errors.

This was a great opportunity for EHPs to work
closely with Officers from Victoria Police. It was
an example of how Regulatory Agencies can
work together to achieve a common goal, learn
more about each other’s roles and create lasting
networks.

Including as many EHPs as practical in all stages
of the investigation, property search and court
process proved to be an invaluable learning and
team building opportunity.

While VicPol Officers were enthusiastic in
assisting with the search of the premises it was
actually the EHP’s that knew what to look for. In
hind sight, CoGB should have asked VicPol to
enter and secure the premises and restricted
search operation to EHP’s. Alternatively EHP’s
should have better educated VicPol Officers as to
what items we were searching for.

The CoGB lacked the capacity to appropriately
document and store the seized items and relied
on VicPol to provide that service on the CoGB’s
behalf. The court later issued a forfeiture order
releasing all items seized to the CoGB for
destruction.

Problems with VicPol not swearing affidavits have
recently featured in the media and it is critical
that affidavits are correctly sworn. In this
instance the affidavit used to obtain the search
warrant was sworn correctly at the Bendigo
Magistrates Court.

Lessons Learnt During a Successful Prosecution of
Illegal Tattooist in Bendigo

Continued on page 5
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Keynote Speakers

Environmental Health
Professionals Australia is
delighted to announce
the following international
presenters have been
secured for the
Symposium:

Dr Angela Merianos,
Medial Officer, Alert and
Response Operations,
Department of Epidemic
and Pandemic Alert and
Response, WHO.

Dr Robert Brackett, Vice
President and Director,
National Center for Food
Safety and Technology
(NCFST), Illinois Institute of
Technology, USA.

Lessons Learnt During a Successful
Prosecution of Illegal Tattooist in
Bendigo From page 4

The CoGB used a proactive approach to
managing the media and prepared media
statements throughout the process. This
approach ensured some degree of control over
the media coverage and allowed CoGB to report
on the risks to public health of tattooing.

The prosecution has resulted in EHPs receiving a
lot of positive feedback from registered tattooists
in the CoGB and they are now reporting an
increase in their confidence that CoGB will act on
reports of illegal tattooists.

The public health risks of tattooing cannot be
overstated and it became obvious to EHPs
throughout this process that better community
education is required as in general the public’s
knowledge of the risks is limited, at best.

To try to better educate school children of the
risks of tattooing, the CoGB developed a
presentation and approached the local
secondary colleges. The CoGB EHP’s offered to
undertake education sessions in the schools,
however all secondary colleges declined these
services. This highlighted to us the difficulties of
implementing targeting education about a
current and serious public health issue.

In October 2012 Victoria will host the inaugural Symposium of
Environmental Health Professionals Australia (formerly EHA
(Victoria) Inc.)

The symposium will bring to Victoria a diverse group of health
practitioners, universities, commercial companies and
enthusiastic environmental health officers from throughout
Australia focussing on latest research and best practice in
environmental health.

Early bird registration fees close 10 August 2012.

Need to be invoiced in this year’s budget? No problem! Early bird
accommodation rates also apply until 3 August 2012.

Registrations are now open for the symposium

website www.ehpa.org.au

Where?
Crown Promenade Hotel
8 Whiteman Street, Southbank, Melbourne

When?
Welcome Function 3 October 2012
Symposium & Exhibition 4 October 2012
Symposium Dinner 4 October 2012
Symposium & Exhibition 5 October 2012

Melbourne October 4-5 2012

Inaugural Symposium of Environmental Health Professionals Australia
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Food Act Conviction Case

James McDonald,
Environmental Health Officer
Surf Coast Shire

The Surf Coast Shire Council recently prosecuted
a takeaway noodle shop in October 2011.
Thirteen charges were recorded resulting in fines
totaling $20,000, with a conviction recorded.

The initial complaint was regarding cleanliness
issues that were sighted by a customer. A
complaint inspection revealed serious breaches
of the Food Act and a S19(2) Food Act Order was
issued. There were a number of serous non
compliances observed throughout the food
premise including unclean food processing
utensils, unclean fixtures, fittings and equipment
and poor hygienic practices.

Unfortunately the follow up inspection revealed
that a number of items listed on the order had
not been complied with and a second Food Act
Order issued. Items were seized from the premise
which included contaminated rice (a flying
insect in dry rice noodles) and deteriorated
chopping boards.

From the very beginning of the legal
proceedings, the proprietor argued that the
business had been sold and they were not
responsible for running the business at the time
of the inspections. This was not the case and
Council could demonstrate through completed
renewal application forms and other
documentation that the person responsible for
food safety in the business was the existing
proprietor. The importance of getting your
paperwork in order is paramount.

Information produced to the magistrate also
indicated that the settlement of the business was
months after the Food Act Orders had been
issued and therefore the accused was
responsible.

The main challenges found during the case was
the proprietor’s were not of an English speaking
background and translators were required
throughout the entire investigation from the
interview to representation in court. The
proprietors perceived risk of food safety was far
less than the actual risk and as a result, the
seriousness of the issue was never fully
understood until the sentence was handed
down.

Learning’s from this case is further consideration
of issuing a closure order after the initial
inspection. Orders on the premise had been
issued previously and the matters had been
instantly resolved, so we made a judgment that it
would be more effective to issued a S19(2) order
that day instead of awaiting CEO approval to
issue a closure order. After having witnessed the
continued food safety risks a closure order may
have been more effective. Hindsight is a great
thing!

Having an experienced co-coordinator, a
comprehensive brief of evidence and confidence
in your legal representation gave me greater
confidence in handling my first prosecution

Register of Food Act Convictions
www.health.vic.gov.au/foodsafety/regulatory_info/register.htm

Trading Name Proprietor Council Date

Little John's Bakehouse Dallas Lydall City of Greater Dandenong 20 October 2011

Little John's Bakehouse Alan Lydall City of Greater Dandenong 20 October 2011

Gogogo Go to Noodle Duo Zhang Surf Coast Shire 25 October 2011

Deccan Indian Restaurant Mustafa Akram City of Yarra 3 October 2011
Mohammed

Poppy's Thai Restaurant Guan Xin Chen City of Boroondara 17 October 2011

Gogogo Go to Noodle Duo Zhang Surf Coast Shire 25 October 2011

Continued on page 7
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Food Act Conviction Case
From page 6

Food sample numbers gazetted as
required under section 32A of the Food Act
1984

Council area food sample numbers have
been gazetted for the period from 1 March
2012 to 28 February 2013. To confirm the
number of samples go to the following
link:
www.gazette.vic.gov.au/gazette/Gazettes20
12/ GG2012S036.pdf.

If you have any comments/feedback in
relation to the sampling books/forms
please email
foodsafety@health.vic.gov.au. The
sampling books will be reviewed and
updated on a two year cycle.

Think you are a bit of
a creative genius?

Want to win a $250
Myer/Coles Voucher ?

Just keep reading!

See page 12 for
details
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Onsite domestic wastewater management systems
(OWMSs) provide a means for wastewater
management in areas that are not serviced by a
reticulated sewer system. However, their failure
has been documented to result in significant
environmental and public health impacts. In
Victoria, local governments are delegated power
as the approval authority for the installation of
OWMSs as a method for managing the associated
environmental and public health risks. The
discharge of these regulatory functions can form a
significant proportion of the role of local
government Environmental Health Practitioners
(EHPs) in rural and regional areas and act as the
only significant controls for OWMS installation and
operation.

To date, research in wastewater has been
predominantly contained within a positivist
paradigm, ignoring the human activities that
extend beyond, and influence the functioning of
OWMSs. Much of the research remains restrained
within a technological ethos, testing water
samples for their constituents, identifying soil types,
identifying climate zones, all failing to directly
investigate human interactions that bring about
these issues and that determine the functional
status of OWMSs.

This study employed a qualitative descriptive
methodology to investigate issues that extend
beyond the explicit functioning of OWMSs. Key
informants for the study were EHPs in the Loddon
Mallee region that were identified as a highly
experienced and informed body of professionals
due to their high level of engagement in their
regulatory role in onsite wastewater management.
Seven EHPs’ perceptions were sought by
conducting in-depth interviews. Data driven
thematic analysis of the interview transcripts
showed that knowledge, behaviour and the
environment determine the functionality of
OWMSs. Viable management strategies also
derived from the data included education,
enforcement and collaboration.

By employing a qualitative approach to inquiry
into onsite wastewater management, the social
landscape extending beyond the explicit
functioning of OWMSs was explored. Implications
of the findings of this study are discussed to inform
future practice, policy development, and research.

Issues 1 + 2 GRAPHS HERE

Knowledge

Findings of my study explain that knowledge
informs wastewater decisions that influence the
functionality and sustainability of domestic
wastewater management strategies. The selection
and design of an OWMS requires particular
knowledge to adequately assess the needs and
nature of a wastewater management application.
Considerations such as the capability of the OWMS
system and installation site to safely and
sustainably accept, treat and contain wastewater
require adequate knowledge. Knowledge is then
further required to operate and maintain the
OWMS in a manner that is sustainable and
protective to prevent failure. While legislation and
guidelines have been enacted to direct
wastewater management decisions and practices,
knowledge is again required to interpret such
standards and the implications of the failure to
meet them. A lack of adequate knowledge in such
wastewater management issues was identified to
lead to the failure of OWMSs.

Behaviour

Behaviours were also discussed in this study to act
as a significant determinant of OWMS function.
The failure to correctly install, maintain and use
an OWMS were all behaviours recognised by
participants to lead to OWMS failure. Attitudes,
knowledge and the economic landscape were
also explained by participants to influence these
non-complaint and negligent behaviours. Here,
the role of the system owner is pertinent in the
ongoing sustainable management of wastewater.
By executing protective and remedial behaviours,
it was proposed that the propensity for OWMS
failure could be significantly reduced.

Environment

One aspect of particular importance in OWMS
failure was the environment. Three major
environmental influences were identified by my
study to include the governance of domestic
wastewater, nature of wastewater systems, and the
economic landscape.

Continued on page 9

Issues leading to failures
Issues leading to the failure of OWMSs in the Loddon Mallee
Region – Environmental Health Practitioners’ Perceptions

Jason Barnes – City of Greater Bendigo
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The three environmental influences were
explained to act as determinants in the
functioning of OWMSs. The nature of wastewater
systems was described to include aspects of the
site of OWMS installation, as well as the
components and nature of the OWMS itself.
Particular focus in my study is on PTP systems and
their associated irrigation systems which, due to
their mechanical and technical nature, present
significant difficulty when installing, operating,
and maintaining the system. The governance of
onsite wastewater management and the influence
of its discharge on the functionality of OWMSs was
the second environmental influence recognised in
my study. Finally, the economic landscape was
another factor in the ability to adequately
maintain, remedy and upgrade OWMSs as
required to prevent their failure.

Solutions • Education

All participants explained that capacity building
through education is a viable management
strategy to address issues with failing OWMSs in the
Loddon Mallee region. Education discussed by
participants includes that of EHPs, plumbers,
system owners, community members and persons
using public facilities, other departments of local
government, and external agencies such as real
estate agents and water authorities. The
educational content was explained for each
stakeholder. Some participants also discussed
methods for distribution of educational materials
while other participants explained the need for
enforcement activities to accompany education to
improve the impact of the educational material.

Enforcement

Enforcement was identified as a viable
management strategy to change negligent and
non-compliant behaviours relating to OWMS
installation, alteration and operation. Participants
discussed the need for enforcement actions to
accompany education and monitoring programs.
Some participants explained that education alone
would not be as effective in addressing
non-compliant and negligent behaviours.

Collaboration

Collaboration was another management strategy
to reduce failing OWMSs. This was noted to
include sharing of information and knowledge on
technology, best practice and functional status of
OWMSs between local government and water
authorities, the Environment Protection Authority,
Catchment Management Authorities, the
Department of Sustainability and Environment,
plumbers and system owners. Advocacy by local
government on behalf of community members
was also noted as part of such collaboration.

Conclusion

This study sought to determine EHPs’ perceptions of
issues that lead to failure of OWMSs in the Loddon
Mallee region, and viable management strategies
to these issues. By exploring the topic via
qualitative means of inquiry, it was possible to a
gain a different perspective than that presented in
much of the current wastewater literature. This
study provided a holistic overview of the issues that
lead to OWMS failure considering issues that
present beyond the components of an OWMS. It
was identified that issues that lead to failure
include a lack of adequate knowledge, negligent
or non-compliant behaviours, and unsupportive
environments, while the nature of the system and
its components are simply one aspect of OWMS
failure.

Such findings are particularly important as they
highlight the underlying determinants of OWMS
failure that are not fully realised in existing
wastewater literature. Here, such findings provide
an opportunity to adjust policy, practice and
research in order to address the underlying
determinants of OWMS failure. Management
strategies identified by EHPs were also explored in
this study. These strategies include education of
stakeholders, enforcement, and greater
collaboration between stakeholders to address
issues leading to failure. The strategies discussed,
once more expand on the little relevant
wastewater literature available and identify that
management strategies exist primarily beyond the
components of OWMSs.

This study highlights the value of qualitative
research into wastewater issues and acts to canvas
the underlying determinants of OWMS failure.
Further research into the determinants of OWMS
failure identified in this study must follow in order
to better understand the issues and inform policy
and practice to address these issues. Provision of
reticulated sewer to all households in the Loddon
Mallee region remains an ideal means of domestic
wastewater management, yet there may be a
significant amount of time before it may be
achieved. Until such time, onsite domestic
wastewater management systems remain a reality,
and through greater understanding it will be
possible to reduce their impact on the natural
environment and the health of the public.

I wish to acknowledge the assistance of
Dr Cameron Earl, Dr Rebecca Fanany, and
Dr Virginia Dickson-Swift throughout this study.

Issues leading to failures
Issues leading to the failure of OWMSs in the Loddon Mallee Region –
Environmental Health Practitioners’ Perceptions From page 8
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EHPA has just finished running the first course in
this series of 5 courses that will be delivered over
a 2 ½ year period. This Course is fully funded by
the Department of Health and the Department
will cover accommodation costs for practitioners
travelling over 50klm to do the course. Take this
opportunity to update your legal management
skills!!

Upon successful completion, EHPA will award
participants a Statement of Attainment for:

PSPREG409B: Prepare a brief of evidence

LGACOM408A: Represent council at legal
proceedings

Places are limited to 20 applicants. The next
course will be run in August 2012, get your
application in early as place fill fast!!

Emergency Management Training 2012
The Emergency Management Training for Public
Health Professionals is now in its 27th year and is
being run from Sunday 22nd July - Friday 27th
July 2012 at Australian Emergency Management
Institute, Mt Macedon.

The objective of the course is to enhance the
specific skills, knowledge and experience of
Environmental Health Officers and Public Health
Professionals to plan and respond to an
emergency and to contribute to recovery
reporting. Recent emergencies such as bushfires
and flood events across Australia highlight the
need for organisations to be fully prepared for
emergencies.

There is a diverse range of speakers from state
and local government organisations and private
consultants presenting who have extensive
practical experience in the field locally and
internationally.

Applications are now being received, however
you'll need to be quick as candidates are
selected in order of applications received and
places are filling quickly. Application forms can
be obtained and returned to:

Bernadet Ferraro
Post: PO Box 378, Diamond Creek VIC 3089
Email: emsig@ehpa.org.au
Fax: (03) 9438 5955

Please telephone
Bernadet Ferraro on (03) 9438 5960 or
Christelle Ray on (03) 5333 6057 for further
information.

After many dedicated years Alex Serrurier will be
stepping down as Secretary of the Central
Highlands Regional Group. The board of EHPA
would like to take this as an opportunity to thank
Alex for his tremendous and outstanding
contribution to our profession, including his
involvement with the Regional Group, various
Conference committees and providing a
significant advocacy role for Environmental
Health. His wealth of knowledge and experience
has been a terrific asset to this organisation. All
the best Alex!

Thanks to
Cameron Gray from
Baw Baw Shire,
each SIG now has
its own logo .. . .

Legal Management Course for
Environmental Health
Professionals

Alex Serrurier -
Stepping Down as
Regional Group Secretary

New Special Interest
Group Logos
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Over the last month or so the Association has
been developing and refining the CPD Scheme
for members. CPD is defined as “the
systematic maintenance, improvement and
broadening of knowledge and skill, and the
development of personal qualities necessary
for the competent execution of professional
and technical duties throughout a
professional’s working life”. CPD is an
important feature of being an Environmental
Health Professional.

Participation in the Scheme will require
members to obtain 80 points from a range of
professional development activities over a two
year cycle. As points are obtained from
professional development activities each
member will be able to lodge them on the
EHPA website and keep their activities and
points current and, of course, be able to view
them at any time. A CPD Certificate will be
awarded to participants. It is intended that the
CPD Scheme will commence in June and
members will be advised of the procedures
over the next few weeks.

Environmental health professionals (EHPs)
should be able to demonstrate their skills and
competence to current and future employers,
customers/clients, other professionals, and the
community at large, and by doing so be
formally recognised by EHPA. To this end EHPA
is establishing a professional certification
scheme consisting of the Certified Professional
of Environmental Health (CPEH) and the
Certified Technician of Environmental Health
(CTEH) certifications.

The policy, assessment and certification
criteria and procedures are currently being
developed and it is expected that they will
commence in July this year. Members who
participate and pass the assessment criteria
will be entitled to the post-nominals CPEH or
CTEH.

Further information on the schemes can be
obtained by contacting Jim Smith (0411
225544) or Jeremy Draper (0423 178 136).

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) and
Certified Professional of Environmental Health
(CPEH) Schemes

Working in the environmental health profession you come
across some strange things. People that astound you,
situations that confound you and you find yourself asking is
that for real.....

EHPA is putting the challenge out there to all Environmental
Health Practitioners and Associates to send in their
photograph that captures ‘your most out their moment’.
Each quarter the newsletter editorial team will choose the
best out there photo and publish the winner.....

No need to spill the specifics a picture says a thousand
words. And we might be able to rustle up a prize from the
newsletter prize cupboard.

Send us your
most out there
picture . . . .
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Environmental Health is constantly changing!
And so are you….. If you have recently changed
jobs, phone numbers, addresses or you need to
update your membership status please contact
info@ehpa.org.au. Eventually you will be able to
update all details on the proposed new EHPA
website. Until then, please send us an email.

If you have an interesting article, news story or
item that you would like published in the next
addition of this newsletter, please email all
correspondence to the newsletter editor Suzanne
Walker at s.walker@bendigo.vic.gov.au.

You might have noticed that this
newsletter is nameless, this isn't a
mistake! EHPA want you to name the
newsletter.

Therefore we are putting it to you to come
up with the most awesome, original and
catchy title for EHPA's quarterly newsletter.
Not only will the winner of the name
competition be announced in the next
quarterly edition, they will also win a $250
Myer/Coles Gift Voucher!

Competition is open to EHPA members
only and entries must be received by
5.00pm 29th June 2012.

Entries will be judged on their originality
and relevance to our profession.

The Judges decision will be final and no
correspondence will be entered into.

details
details
details
UPDATE US WITH
YOUR DETAILS

contributions
contributions
contributions

WHAT’S
MY
NAME


